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Proven Builder/Investor in Growth Companies
in FinTech, Data & Analytics, AI/Machine
Learning and Business Software
Co-Founder & Managing Partner of StarVest
Partners, one of the largest women-owned venture
capital funds in the United States.
•

Digital Transformation Expert: Invested nearly
$500M in 50 business technology companies.
Many became major platforms at Dell,
Mastercard, SAP, Oracle, CA Tech, Hearst, Iron
Mountain and Pitney-Bowes.

•

Experienced Board Member: Served on over 12
corporate boards including one having chaired
Audit Committee.

•

Culture Driver/Operational Experience: Played
key role assisting in building boards, teams, 6
CEO transitions, Go To market strategy, shifts in
culture and strategy and M&A.

•

Diversity in age, gender with track record of
ethics and professionalism: 57 years old, actively
support female leadership, 20+ years running
institutionally-backed fund with highly ethical
reputation.

Laura Sachar

Co-Founder & Managing
Partner, StarVest Partners

Who Outperforms in a Recession?
Outperformers

Underperformers

Pragmatic/Progressive-focused Companies
Outperform

Prevention-focused and Promotion-focused companies
have historically underperformed in a recession.

´ Balancing innovation AND operational
efficiencies

Prevention-focused:

´ Past recessions: 37% outperformed postrecession
´ Reduced costs selectively
´ Focused more on operational efficiency
´ Invest in the Future

´ Defensive/Risk-focused
´ Primarily cost-cutting
´ 17% bankrupt, acquired or privatized
´ 80% prerecession growth rates for sales and profits three
years after a recession; 40% below pre-revenue sales
and profit
Promotion-focused:

Source: HBS Business Review: analyzed past three global
recessions: the 1980 crisis (1980 to 1982), 1990 slowdown (1990 to
1991), and the 2000 bust (2000 to 2002). Studied 4,700 public
companies, breaking down the data into three periods: the
three years before a recession, the three years after, and the
recession.

´ Ignore early gravity of the crisis
´ Don’t reduce cost-to-sales ratio
´ Focus on innovating to drive sales and profits
´ Trouble when investment payback takes longer/lack of
customer traction

Biggest drivers of innovation?

Public Companies

Is Innovation still relevant? YES!

The ANTE to get Innovation Right is UP
Post-recession winners:
´Selective Defensive Moves
´Cost cutting for improved operational efficiency
vs relatively lower employee cuts
´Relative Greater investment in Innovation and
Technology
´Level of Digitization will drive Corporate
Performance

WE JUST LEAPT INTO THE FUTURE OF GLOBAL
WORK

COLLABORATIVE

INNOVATIVE

CULTURAL

CONTINUOUS

CLOUD-BASED

DATA-DRIVEN

MOBILE

CUSTOMER-CENTRIC

Venture Capitalist Perspective on Innovation

PORTFOLIO
APPROACH

DON’T PUT GOOD
MONEY AFTER
BAD

WHO’S ON THE
BUS

LEADERSHIP IS KEY

FAIL FAST/TRY A
LOT

LINK COMPENSATION

RELATIONSHIPS MATTER

PATIENCE!

Innovation Checklist
CEO/Executive Comp: What percentage linked to long-term?
´ Are there siloed groups focused on innovation? Corporate VC, Accelerators, digital
labs, separate initiatives with corporate support, Leaders of Innovation
Supportive Corporate Culture?
´ Is there a system in place to make exceptions to normal processes to take smart
risks?
´ Discovery, pilot/experiment, scale

´ Are there systems in place to try new products/solutions with lower brand risk?
´ Is the Board getting a Summary of innovation initiatives.
´ Tracking with goal metrics
´ Is there a portfolio?
´ Are the amounts small initially with more dollars going into companies achieving milestones?
´ How are these separate groups being compensated? Linking compensation.
´ How are innovation initiatives changing focus with the current environment- are they
nimble?

